Renewable Energy - India

LOW SUNLIGHT PROTECTION

Energy clients which own solar generation assets
are exposed to volatile weather conditions.
Specifically, if solar irradiance is lower than
expected, generation capacity is typically reduced.
Weather Risk is an increasing cause of concern for
investors, lenders and developers of infrastructure
projects. The program is designed to offset the loss
of revenue in these circumstances.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
•• Single-trigger policy designed to respond when production is lower than
expected due to low irradiance.
•• Ability to recover payout for every megawatt-hour lost.
•• Generally quicker reimbursement versus standard insurance because loss
measurement is based on objective index.
•• Flexibility
– May include one or several locations.
–– Period of cover can be adapted to insured’s needs (from a few days
to multi-year).

Who it’s for
Solar generation asset owners and
customers with long-term power
supply agreements whose output or
income is correlated with measurable
weather conditions.

What you get
•• Customized solution that can offer
the potential benefits of more stable
earnings and more efficient use of
working capital.
•• Potentially improved risk/return
profile of the solar project.
•• Protection against financial distress.
•• Lucid settlement of payout.

RESPONDING TO WEATHER AND ENERGY-RELATED RISKS
As part of the renewable energy offerings, Marsh’s industry experts have the capability
to work with you in structuring a transparent and verifiable set of parameters that are
highly correlated with your exposures. In addition, Marsh’s renewable energy experts
can help in estimating the quantum of risk for each considered insurance structure,
allowing you to implement the solution which best suits the individual project
requirement of risk transfer.
To establish the most adequate cover, it is necessary to analyze the:
•• Threshold which will trigger the protection.
•• Impact over the Insured’s results if the protection is triggered.
Marsh Renewable Energy experts will work towards getting the compensation agreed
in advance with the insurers per missing GWh during a defined period.
Renewable Energy specialized products have numerous benefits, including the
potential for protected earnings from the solar photovoltaic farms - allowing for more
efficient use of equity - and generally predictable cash flows, which the investors and
financial markets value.
Renewable Energy - India structures solutions to respond to:
•• Weather and commodity risks from temperature, precipitation, wind,
humidity, and sunlight, either standing alone or in combination with
exchange-traded commodities such as energy and agricultural products.
•• Agricultural risks - yield, revenue and input hedges.
•• Power price and outage risks - contingent power price options; and
•• specialty products such as energy efficiency and geothermal exploratory risks.
Renewable Energy generation is accompanied by the inherent unpredictability of its
power source and associated financial risk this poses.
This risk not only affects renewable energy producers but also an ever-growing number
of stakeholders along the value chain.
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